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E.O. 11652: GDS
TAGS: PFOV, PFOR, BU, GW, CZ
SUBJECT: FRG TALKS WITH BULGARIANS, CZECHS (AND PROBABLY
HUNGARIANS) STALLED ON BERLIN ISSUE

1. SUMMARY. THE FRG HAS BEEN ACTIVELY CONDUCTING TALKS
SEPARATELY WITH THE BULGARIANS, CZECHS AND HUNGARIANS IN
RECENT WEEKS AIMED AT NORMALIZING RELATIONS AND ESTAB-
LISHING DIPLOMATIC TIES. (SEE SEPTEL FOR DETAILS.) THE
GERMANS HAVE RUN INTO WHAT THEY CONSIDER TO BE
SIGNIFICANT DIFFICULTIES WITH THE BULGARIANS AND CZECHS,
HOWEVER, ON THE PROBLEM OF WEST BERLIN COURTS’ RIGHT TO
SEEK ASSISTANCE IN BULGARIA AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA ON BEHALF
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OF WEST BERLIN RESIDENTS THROUGH THE INTERMEDIARY OF THE
FRG EMBASSIES IN THE RESPECTIVE CAPITALS. THE FRG-HUNGARIAN TALKS, NOW UNDER WAY IN BONN, ARE EXPECTED TO RAISE THE SAME PROBLEM. MOST OTHER DIFFICULTIES HAVE BEEN CLEARED AWAY IN THE BILATERAL TALKS. THE FONOFF HAS INDICATED IT IS NOW HOPING FOR THE THREE POWERS TO CLEAR UP THE DIFFICULTIES OVER THE LEGAL ASSISTANCE ASPECT IN DISCUSSIONS WITH THE USSR. END SUMMARY.

2. THE FRG FONOFF INDICATED TO US INFORMALLY EARLY ON AUGUST 14 THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WOULD LIKE ASSURANCE FROM THE THREE ALLIES THAT THE TERM "CONSULAR SERVICES" IN THE BERLIN AGREEMENT (ANNEX IV) COVERS THE CONCEPT OF LEGAL ASSISTANCE. IT ALSO WISHES TO KNOW WHETHER THE ALLIES WOULD BE PREPARED TO TAKE THIS PROBLEM UP WITH THE SOVIETS SHOULD THE EAST EUROPEAN STATES PERSIST IN THEIR NEGATIVE POSITION. THE FRG VIEW IS THAT THE SOVIETS ARE BEHIND THE EE STATES' POSITION AND THAT WHAT IS INVOLVED IS AN INTERPRETATION OF THE BERLIN AGREEMENT THAT ONLY THE SIGNATORIES ARE COMPETENT TO MAKE. FONOFF POSITION WILL BE PRESENTED FORMALLY AT BONN GROUP MEETING LATE AUGUST 14. IN INTEREST OF BRINGING MATTER EXPEDITIOUSLY TO DEPT'S ATTENTION, HOWEVER, WE ARE REPORTING WHAT WE UNDERSTAND TO BE PRELIMINARY FRG POSITION.


4. THE EMBASSY IS OF THE VIEW THAT THE FRG CAN BE ASSURED BY THE ALLIES (ON THE ASSUMPTION THE UK AND FRENCH AGREE) THAT LEGAL ASSISTANCE, IN OUR VIEW, FALLS
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UNDER THE MEANING OF THE WORDING OF THE QA.

5. AS TO THE QUESTION OF THE ALLIES SEEKING TO CLARIFY
THIS INTERPRETATION WITH THE SOVIETS, THE EMBASSY TENDS
TO TAKE A NEGATIVE POSITION. THE PROBLEM AS IT NOW
STANDS IS ONE BETWEEN THE FRG AND THE EASTERN EUROPEANS,
MINUS THE USSR WHICH HAS POSED NO DIFFICULTIES IN THIS
AREA. WE TEND TO THINK THE FRG SHOULD CONTINUE TO USE
ITS OWN NOT INCONSIDERABLE LEVERAGE IN ITS DISCUSSIONS
WITH THE EES TO IMPRESS UPON THEM THE IMPORTANCE OF
THE LEGAL ASSISTANCE QUESTION FOR THE FEDERAL GOVERN-
MENT. IF THE EE'S REMAIN ADAMANT, WE BELIEVE THE FRG
SHOULD TAKE A COOL STANCE, IF NECESSARY POSTPONING
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VISITS TO BULGARIA BY SCHEEL OR TO CZECHOSLOVAKIA BY
BRANDT TO UNDERLINE THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE FRG POSITION.
6. We see little point in our getting involved, not least because the Soviets can always say that they are living up to the spirit and letter of the QA in the consular representation field but they cannot oblige other countries to accept the obligations of an agreement reached only by the four powers.

Action requested. For the moment, none; we will be reporting further after the Bonn group meeting if the FRG side has any additional arguments or points to make.
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